e-Learning

Topic:

• What exists today – APLMF, UNIDO, IEC, OIML
• What are the needs and priorities of economies?
  – What do economies want?
  – What are their needs?
• What should we do in the future?

Common priorities

1) R 76  Non-automatic weighing instruments
Verification officers/inspectors, manufacturers, consumers

2) R 117  Fuel dispensers
Verification officers/inspectors, manufacturers, consumers

3) D 31 Software
Verification officers/inspectors, test laboratories, manufacturers

4) Basic legal metrology including D 1
Students, Law makers

5) Prepackages
Verification officers/inspectors
e-Learning

Next steps:
• Outcomes fed back to the CEEMS Advisory Group (AG) and RLMO Round Table
• CEEMS AG to develop proposal in form of a draft resolution to be considered at CIML meeting
• CEEMS AG agreed that e-Learning should be an area of priority for OIML and is ready to take a lead in working with BIML on:
  – Priorities for future modules
  – Securing expert input from TCs and others
  – Collaborating with others, including RMLOs
  – Ensuring a «fit for purpose» platform and technology
  – Funding – mechanisms and sources